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FOREWORD

Emerging risks are a class of non-financial risks marked by a low frequency and a high potential loss. OECD defined them loosely as systemic risks
that affect the systems on which society depends - health, transport, environment, telecommunications, etc.

§ Yet, their scope and definition remain to date mostly unraveled, resulting in practice in blurred boundaries with traditional banking risks. The
last two decades have seen an acceleration of the inclusion of related categories in the risk taxonomy such as reputational, conduct, strategic
or climate risks.

§ Emerging risks are either implicitly quantified, e.g. through operational risk (Pilar I SMA and Pilar II Stress tests), or purposely not capital-
quantified, as through the ERM’s Business Impact Analysis and Business Continuity Plan.

§ Existing framework are not fully suited for a business-as-usual quantification since they mostly rely on a qualitative scenario-based approach.
Consequently banks’ balance sheets do not reflect them correctly since it crucially requires to probabilize the contagion effects at play.

§ The COVID-19 crisis came as a reality check for more than a few players: estimating potential losses of these events is a challenge given the
high expertise needed to understand all the drivers and the interconnections hard to fathom.

§ Thinking about ways to tackle these challenges, we believe that tools relying on domain expert knowledge and data-driven inference can help
systematize a robust factorization. The 4 principles described in this document propose a robust approach to do so. They are based on the
following 5 key observations:

1. Emerging risks must be factored in banks’ balance sheets as they have become major in terms of economic damages

2. Extreme events losses are far more sensitive to severity than to likelihood

3. Analysis of propagation mechanisms of severity requires more than correlation and involves structure causal models

4. Stress test framework on emerging risks can be built following what-if analysis applied to causation

5. Severity impact on capital can be integrated to the strategic monitoring at the bank level using new stress tests KRIs
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DISCLAIMER

§ This publication is a first-stop wrap-up of research in
progress. A detailed publication will be released at a later
stage.

§ CH&Co. would like to acknowledge all open access studies
that supported the formulation & structuration of ideas
expressed in this document – in particular data from the EM-
DAT, the FED, the EBA, the NOAA, the Global Risk Institute.

§ The following proposals aim to fuel an informed and
constructive exchange around best practices between risk
practitioners, regulatory experts and researchers. They are
by no means final and only seek to serve the common
interest through financial industry-centric initiatives.

§ Views expressed in this publication are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the official position of
CH&Co.
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Factoring Emerging Risks in the Risk 
Appetite Framework Has Become Key

§ 2020 WEF spotted emerging 
risks as urgently strategic, 
calling for unprecedented 
mitigating actions

§ A general common trait about 
emerging risks is that their 
frequency of occurrence and 
impacts have increased over 
time since early 2000s.

§ Banks’ frameworks today are 
not fully suited for a 
business-as-usual 
quantification of those risks 
and their regulatory capital 
impact.

§ Today’s risk framework (ERM, 
regulatory or supervisory) is 
insufficient to span emerging 
risks severity specificities
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PROPOSAL #1 Robust Impact Assessment Focusing 
on Severity Should Lead the Way

§ Potential losses due to 
extreme events are far more 
sensitive to severity than 
likelihood

§ Estimating likelihood of 
complex and rare events 
requires a long and costly 
ramp-up for banks, generally 
out of their core expertise

§ Banks should focus first on 
the impact assessment and 
mechanisms of propagation, 
taking the event’s likelihood 
as input

§ Likelihood assessment can be 
left to specialized actors like 
insurance or agencies, more 
armed to provide trustworthy 
analyses as they nurture the 
right skills and data

Impact of extreme events such as climate catastrophes is traditionally addressed
through insurance risk transfer.

Given the continuous increase in economic damages (see below natural disasters),
relying only on risk transfer appears suboptimal as (i) it has become costly and (ii)
does not provide actionable metrics to monitor severity through propagation
effects on capital.
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PROPOSAL #2 Bundle Data and Expert Knowledge 
to Build Causal Representations

§ A structure causal model can be 
initiated by either expert- or 
data-only information

§ Coupling data with expert 
knowledge, we can think of 
sound approaches like risk 
matrices or FAIR methodologies

§ Some of the fine-grained 
relationships discovered 
throughout this process can 
serve as building blocks to 
enrich the structure learning

§ Causation is used to answer the 
question Why? regarding an 
event and its impact, answering 
to what causes an effect instead 
of just looking at what is linked 
to it (i.e. correlation)

• Causal representation learning uses data to make a best estimation
of direction and intensity of the relationship between factors

• However, structure learning does not guarantee causality: always
get experts to review the structure: keep an expert-in-the-loop
approach.

• Need to frame the discussion with experts by providing data-driven
estimation of a causality pathway
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PROPOSAL #3 Stress Test of Emerging Risks Using 
What-If Approach on Causation

§ Directed graphs trained on 
data and expert knowledge 
are a powerful tool to design 
statistically robust scenarios

§ Answer question like: what is 
the probability of an increase 
above the historical average 
in a bank’s allowances in case 
of a tropical cyclone in 
Southern US?

§ By varying the main drivers of 
propagation and estimating 
the associated probabilities 
through interventions on a 
scenario (i.e. Do-Calculus), 
clear KRIs can be built and 
used by the board to confirm 
or adjust the business 
strategy

(*) Economic data are from FED’s CCAR 
dataset March 2020, catastrophe data are 
from NOAA Data and expert knowledge are coupled to design a scenario of propagation of a 

catastrophe onto the main drivers of the balance sheet’s item. Here Tropical 
Cyclone on the level of Loan Allowances.

Source: CH
&

Co. calculation*
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PROPOSAL #4 Draw New KRIs on Capital and Risk 
Appetite Measuring Event’s Impact

§ Interventional logic and Do-
Calculus are used to estimate 
probabilities of increase in 
losses

§Based on the causal pathway 
designed within a scenario, KRIs 
can be factored in the existing 
ICAAP framework

§ Here, main drivers are split 
between below-median (i.e. 
state ‘0’) and above-median 
(i.e. state ‘1’) levels

§ Discretization policy of drivers’ 
states can be customized to 
serve the sought analysis

(*) Economic data are from FED’s CCAR dataset 
March 2020, catastrophe data are from NOAA
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Example of KRIs drawn from the previous causal structure on the impact of a Tropical 
Cyclone on the expected increase in level of Loan Allowances (*)

• When Mortgage rate, Unemployment rate and BBB Corporate Yield are below their respective 
median level, Loan Allowances stand a 76% chance of increase above its median

• This probability jumps to 96% when Unemployment rate is already above its median.

• Interestingly, when Mortgage Rate alone would be above median, Loan Allowances would have 
just a 14% chance of increase, indicating the premium over BBB Corp Yield would cover the 
major part of the impact. This is a robust causal KRI.
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